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Abstract
The concept is to create a learning website which gives an insight of agriculture and farming
process of crops in a simple way to get easily understandable by kids and young adults. The
main motto behind creating this website is to make the next generation understand the value
of agriculture and farming. This helps in encouraging and motivating them to choose farming
as a career and to say that agriculture is not at all a failure, it is a profession of hope and
feeds the hunger. But, now-a-days the importance of agriculture has been highlighting more
in movies as compared to that of our real life’s. It is not even a part of any school or college
curriculum. Basic food items which we see in our day-to-day life comes from agriculture and
farming. Knowing about the farming process of things which we see daily and making
farming as a practice helps a lot in day-to-day life and even money can be saved by
cultivating crops in gardens or terrace without buying it from market.
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Chapter 1
1.1

Concept

Twitter Description

Agro farming is a learning website for kids and young adults which gives an insight about
agriculture and farming process of basic food items.
1.2

Elevator Pitch

India ranks second in the agricultural sector in the whole world and it is one of the extensive
leading sectors in India where 50% of population is totally dependent on agriculture for their
livelihood. India is the second largest producer of major food staples, wheat, and rice and
undoubtedly, agriculture is the largest livelihood provider in India. Over many years it has
been developed with new equipment’s and technologies which replaced almost all the
traditional methods of farming. As agriculture is a booming factor in India, there is a need for
people to know about basics of agriculture and farming process. Since agriculture is a future
of hope, the younger generation like kids and young adults requires a single source of
information which describes about agriculture and farming in a simple way. Agro farming is a
website that contains information about why agriculture is important and what are the steps
involved in farming process of few of the basic crops which we see in our daily life. All these
contents have been gathered by farmers who experience the reality of agriculture and
farming in their day-to-day life. With enough backlinking and social media marketing, agro
farming can soon grace a solid brand and can generate revenue by selling advertising
space.
1.3

The Problem

Massive content is available in different online sources in different ways, but it is always
difficult to differentiate the reliable information. Rather in Wikipedia or else in some
agricultural websites, the huge information makes users get into confusion to which one to
opt for and which is real. Together with, there are agricultural websites giving information
about farming crops, but huge content same like Wikipedia which is inexplicable. Keeping it
as priority, agro farming content is created focusing on current agricultural trends which is
unique, high-quality and as well as to give target audience a good user experience in terms
of readability, grammatical correctness and formatting and making sure to bring a hope in
target audience that the website is worthy to visit.
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1.4

The Value Proposition

Agro farming guarantees that it would reduce the efforts of target audience by consolidating
and presenting the useful and genuine data in a single website which is a pain point to many
of the users. Target audience would find it easy to learn and adapt with clean source of
information provided. Agro farming totally concentrates on the pinpoints of a problem a user
is facing. After visiting the website, users experience will specifically be like agro farming, a
perfect destination to learn about farming process of crops in the simplest way.
1.5

Unique Selling Proposition

None of the websites are providing information about farming process of crops in an explicit
way and particularly there are no learning websites for kids and young adults about
agriculture and explaining farming process of crops. Agro farming aims to fill this gap by
providing content in a most simple and easy method which can be easily understandable by
everyone irrespective of any age group. If user is searching for information about farming,
then Agro farming, is a single online source that would be perfect for people looking to start
farming journey as a beginner without any previous knowledge.
1.6

SWOT Analysis

1.6.1

Strength

There are lot of prominent and specialized websites which has bunch of relevant and
irrelevant information about farming process, but a website should be straight forward and
most importantly simple and easy to get understand even to try at home. It is also hard to
find combination of why agriculture is important, what are the requirements and how to do
farming at one source. Agro farming is one of those, which only showcase relevant and
useful information rather than giving content which is pointless. This would be one of the
reasons for website to become popular.
1.6.2

Weakness

Although the content is unique and gathered by the people who are working on agriculture
land, the verification might be a challenge. As, I am also totally new to this topic, firstly I
need to have a better understanding on content. After examining and gathering content from
bulk number of resources, then only I can gain confidence to publish it in the site. This can
be proved success only when target audience visit the website and do experiment by
following the steps as stated, and, at the end the results should be as expected.
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1.6.3

Opportunities

Particularly, there are no learning websites designed especially for kids and young adults
and as already mentioned earlier, it would be rare to have a combination of why agriculture
is important, what are the requirements and how to do farming in a single online source.
This would be an opportunity and an added benefit for agro farming to reach a greater
number of people in less span of time.
1.6.4

Threats

Since, agriculture as a profession is not widely accepting and encouraged by current
generation, it poses a threat to the growth of website. Firstly, it would be trusted and
attracted by the current generation such as parents, guardians, or the supporters.
Subsequently, it can have high chances of reaching maximum number of kids and young
adults. Besides target audience, my main motto as a developer, is to ensure that the website
is getting positive feedback from parents in terms of performance, quality-content, visuallypleasing, responsiveness and easy to use.
1.7

Cultural Context

Farming is a way of life. Starting right away from choosing the land, cultivating healthy
crops, employing local people, and handing it over to the next generation as a tradition to
continue the same legacy. It is livable, produces beautiful landscapes and wildlife habitats. It
is an unending process. Even though agriculture is existing over the years, most of the
people see it as a failure because of the reason that agriculture remained under
development for a long time. India is in a position to buy food-grains from other countries, as
it cannot even able to produce enough food for people. Irrigation facilities in the past were
not sufficient, and most of the farmers used to depend on rain water for irrigation. Tubes and
canals were very few. But now great improvements have been made on, Indian government
has built dams on many of the rivers and water has been stored in the reservoirs and big
lakes for agriculture purpose and high yielding variety of quality seeds are being supplied to
farmers. Due to covid pandemic in recent days, agriculture came into existence again and
people started gardening to relieve from stress and they saw the activity as a haven to grow
their own food in hopes of avoiding the virus. Not only a sense of control, gardeners also
experience joy, beauty, and freedom in garden spaces. Considering all these factors, people
are showing much interest on agriculture and farming after the pandemic comparatively
before. Agriculture boom and people interest towards it make agro farming reachable to the
public.
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As, agro farming is providing possible information about the few crops which we see and
use regularly in our daily life, it would be easy for target audience to save time and money
rather than going market for purchasing. Since, this website is focusing primarily on Andhra
Pradesh (one of the states in India) agriculture, the information provided is for the entire
world who wants to know about Andhra Pradesh state’s farming process.
1.8

Research

1.8.1

Cognate Websites

www.eufic.org

Eufic is a bit related to agriculture and farming, but not an educational website on farming.
This website is all about facts and tips regarding healthy life style. It primarily includes
dietary guidelines, health conditions, weight management, food safety, research, and future
challenges, but not included farming process of crops alike agro farming. The website
content and layout are clear and concise. SEO and accessibility according to the SEO
checkup tool are considerably outstanding with the clean layout and best practices.
Although, it has the best practices, eufic is not a competitor for agro farming. One of the
reasons to say that is, because of the information. It is quite opposite, which is mostly differ
in both the websites. The information of agro farming contains in detail about steps involved
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in farming and farming process of crops which is completely missing in eufic. This makes
agro farming to focus on objective and execute defined strategies.
1.8.2

Non-Cognate Websites

https://outschool.com/

Outschool is an online learning platform more like Udemy for kids and teens between age
group of 3-18. This site covers almost all areas of indoor and outdoor activities in simple
terms providing the package of qualities a kid should possess. This is an excellent stop for
kids and teenagers that helps developing skills in multiple activities such as life skills, arts,
math, coding & tech, science, health & wellness, games etc... all together at one place.
Platforms like these helps in making kids more engaged and make use of their free time
without wasting it. This website can be an inspiration for agro farming growth in terms of
education and how well the website is inspiring kids and getting them engaged with online
classes, clubs and camps covering all their favorite topics. Website is following the best
SEO practices with good overall performance in terms of accessibility, experience,
marketing, and technology. But, the main disadvantage of this website is that, it is a paid
platform with minimal slots available. Prebooking is necessary in case of attending any
classes. Not even a single course is freely accessible. If this is the case, users will mostly
likely have chances of returning without making proper use of it.
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1.9

Revenue

There are many ways to generate revenue through the website. Understanding what and all
has been included in making a website helps you know what kind of investment it will take to
get your website up and running. Money can be earned based on the clicks, views, actions,
and conversions you generate and receive from the ads. As a website developer, make
some space available in the site for advertisements. The highest paying ads who want to
promote their products or services appear on your site and you will get paid for promoting
their brand and products. But there will vary in amount paid, because advertisers pay
different amount for different ads. As of now, the agro farming key point is to encourage
maximum number of target audience to visit the site and to increase the site’s traffic and
allowing a greater number of users to engage with the content. Until the site get busy with
the consistent audience visiting, the site will not generate any revenue.

Chapter 2

Planning

2.1

Commodity

2.1.1

Target Audience

The primary target audience of agro farming are kids and young adults. They are the ones
who build a better future with their innovative ideas. If kids and adults believe that there is a
life in agriculture to grow financially strong, then my website has no barriers to reach the
expected stage. So, for a better future, there is a need to let them understand that there are
high number of chances of making life successful even in agriculture field with less
investment and more income. Thus, their potential and hope bring a positive social change
in the world. Along with all of these, now-a-days children are spending most of their time
surfing the internet. This would be a benefit for agro farming as an online source it can reach
a greater number of target audience as soon as possible.

My secondary target audience includes parents because they are the one who deeply
invested in their children’s well-being and highly protective of them. If they trust that
agriculture is good to go with and find agro farming genuine and deserve to be visited, then
there are possibilities that parents can suggest kids to go through, so that it can reach my
primary target audience as soon as possible.
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2.1.2

User Research

Before building a website, If I wanted to make sure that my expectations and thoughts are
on the right path, then firstly I have to understand the mindset and daily routine of kids and
young adults daily. For this purpose, I have requested answers for few major questions that
plays primary role in my site and the questions are stated below.
•

How much time do you spend on internet daily?

•

Will you parents assist you in surfing the internet or will you do it by yourself?

•

What do you like to watch mostly?

•

What are the activities you do online other than the studies?

•

Do you like agriculture and farming?

•

Are you currently doing any activities related to farming?

Based on the answers to the above questions, I understand that most of the young adults as
compared to that of kids are spending 2 to 3 hours daily on internet without anyone’s help
and this count is getting increased rapidly from past 3 years because of covid pandemic.
Online classes bring lot of changes in children’s lifestyle itself; they were more interactive
and giving more information in less time. Thus, as an online learning website, agro farming
can also attract large number of its target audience. Now, I get relief with one set of my
primary target audience, but the other set, kids. Kids are getting more involved in outdoor
activities and rarely on internet that too with parent’s assistance. So, here comes my
secondary target audience involvement and none of the children have visited any of the
agricultural learning website till now and few of the adults have been involved in the
activities related to farming, such as indoor planting.

When I explained about the context of my website like what agro farming is all about and
what does it exactly have, then the thoughts and expectations of both children and parents
are as follows:

Kids & young adults:
•

Why agriculture is important?

•

Is it so tough to do?

•

Process stated in agro farming can be done only on huge land or even in home
gardens?
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Parents:
•

Is this content reliable?

•

Do the seeds or fertilizers which has been stated are available in nurseries or local
fertilizer shops?

•

Same as kids, whether the stated process is applicable only for lands or can be done
in small pots at home?

•

Make the content clear with the points rather than giving as huge paragraphs.

Agro farming has been built by keeping all the research points in mind as primary things to
be considered and implemented while building the site.
2.1.3

User Persona

Sathvika

Age:

8 years old

Country:

India

•

spends most of her free time using smartphone and tablet.

•

shows interest on other activities along with the studies.

•

likes spending time outdoors.

Wants and needs:
As sathvika’s grandparents are already involved in agriculture profession, she used to
observe it when she goes along with them to the fields. This thrives her interest to learn
more about how farming can be done.
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Sunny

Age:

18 years old

Country:

India

•

Love’s gardening.

•

Likes to visit nurseries and farms at free time.

Wants and needs:

She has gone through you tube videos to find easy way of how farming process can be
done at home, but ended up with nothing as most of the videos includes a lot of
requirements. Her need is to have a single online source which explains farming process
step by step with minimal requirements that are available locally.

Maheshwari

Age:

38 years old, Mother of 2 kids

Country:

India

•

Have previous knowledge on farming.

•

Involves in farming activities once or twice a week.

Wants and needs:

As a mother, her major concern is about the content. Whatever the content is, it should be
unique and represented in a well-mannered way to get easily understandable by kids and
this makes child to concentrate more on a particular topic.
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2.1.4

Information Architecture

The motto here is to create an architecture with a clear navigation that would allow users to
easily get through from one page to another. Agro farming’s information architecture is to
find an easy way of learning rather than confusing the target audience. As a developer,
getting concerned about the reviews helps in developing and improving the site quality and
increase customer satisfaction. Customer’s only get satisfied when all their pain points are
rectified and when the site reaches to their expectations by fulfilling all the requirements.
Based on user persona’s opinion, the site’s information has been classified into 5 pages.

Paddy & Groundnut

Tomato, Carrot

Guava, Banana

Lemon, Potato

Home page starts with a media and text block which contains a famous quote said by MS
Swaminathan - “If agriculture goes wrong, nothing else will have a chance to go right in the
country”. The reason behind starting the home page with the quote said by famous person
is to bring more impact to the site as a learning website. Right below the poster, I have
included information regarding importance of agriculture in numerous ways. This is to tell
users who are visiting my website, that why agriculture is important and how it can be helpful
in each stage of our life’s not only professionally but also mentally and physically to keep
ourself strong and healthy by following few dietary plans. The second page, farming steps
contains all the major steps involved in the process of farming. Right away from selecting
the crop till the harvesting stage, each step tells why and how it is so important while
managing the field crops.

Remaining pages about crops has been categorized in 3 pages such as cereals & pulses,
vegetables crops and fruit crops. The reason for separating is to make easy for users to
select whichever crop they wanted to learn by simply seeing and choosing from the
navigation menu. This also helps to segregate the content in an organized way rather than
combining all the crops and giving at one place and making target audience confused. Last
page includes quiz session to test the learning skills of kid from the website so far. This is
primarily to engage and to keep kids and young adults more interactive. This helps in
increasing the concentration and uplifting the memory. It provides better understanding of
what they actually know and what they don’t know.
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2.1.5

Content Creation

Content is not just about quantity, it is about quality and consistency. Spent so much time
researching multiple people involved in agricultural field. This leads to compare and filter the
information that has been gathered to make sure the content is getting matched and
appropriate to publish it on website. I had no struggles to receive content for farming steps
because it is the common procedure that can be followed irrespective of any crop, but the
tough task for me is to get farming process of crops which we use as part of our daily life
and it should be relevant. While gathering the content, I received details of more than 8
crops in different ways because not all the farmers follow the same procedure. It totally
depends upon the requirements they have and with the climatical and regional changes.
After making a note of all the content I have, then I filtered up considering the amount of
content I have and easiness, reliability of it. Finally, I got fix to the 8 crops out of 2 are from
cereals and pulses category that includes paddy and groundnut and 4 from vegetable crops
category that has tomato, carrot, lemon, and potato and final 2 belongs to fruit crops
category that are guava and banana. Along with these, I watched few you tube tutorials
about Indian agriculture and gone through some online agricultural resources to get an idea
of how easily content can be published on the site, so that target audience finds it no harder
to adapt. There is a need to prove by having relevant content on my website, which will
allow to gain the attention and trust of target audience. Users should feel that they are going
through some of the best content, when they visit the site. This results in sharing content
with others, which generally increases site traffic also. If more traffic comes to the site, then
more valuable my content seems to google.
2.2 Firmness
2.2.1

Front-end Technologies

Site is written using semantic HTML which has been taught us during our course. Keeping
the feedback in mind which I had received during my course work, I made good use of tags
to write clean and valid code. I have also minimized using of more ID’s and classes if it
makes sense to use in certain cases. Agro farming styling separated from HTML file using
plain CSS as an external style sheet. As external style sheet helps in bringing consistent
and global look or feel to the website. It is generally used when we want to make same
changes on multiple pages and using too many stylesheets also affects the site’s overall
performance. To speed up the project workflow and considering future aspects, I thought of
using SCSS. But I must first spend lot of time learning how to make full use of it, because I
don’t have any previous knowledge on how to use it thoroughly. So, as of now I stick with
plain CSS.
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Since using JavaScript is also a bit difficult task for me, I dedicated some time studying and
managed to use it for site behavior.
2.2.2

Back-end Technologies

Having no prior back-end experience, I choose PHP as it goes with a CMS like word press.
As per my understanding, word press would generally be a favorable for designers who do
not know a lot about development. WordPress has its own built-in themes which can
customize according to the developer requirements and needs. The most important part is
plugins. Wide variety range of free and paid plugins are available which satisfy almost all the
needs, such as for cache issue, addon blocks, quiz, and forms etc., which can be used as
per the website functionalities and appearance and most importantly word press is most
secure and safe platform to build a website. It follows the best practices involves using
security plugins to monitor the site, keeping responsible login procedures and include safe
plugins. WordPress also has a WordPress Multisite built-in feature that allows to run multiple
websites in single WordPress installation. With this a developer can run entire network from
a single dashboard and can easily switch between any of the websites without any conflicts.
Although I am quite nervous at starting to build own theme, Prisca’s session on theme
development boosts my confidence that I can give a try on building and developing whole
website using my own theme. Along with, I also took some Udemy courses regarding how to
build a website using our own theme. Throughout this process, my learning path of
completely new technologies helps me to grow a lot in my professional career.
2.2.3

Hosting

Hosting is an online platform that allows to publish website files. Anyone with internet can
able to access the websites that are hosted. Web hosting is selling or giving space for a
lease on a server where the website files are stored. Once we buy a hosting plan, the site
will get stored on servers and will be assigned a unique DNS. The DNS (Domain Name
System) is the unique address which would be required in order to access your site. In our
case, Go Daddy is our web hoister. Previously, in my term period I used to have clook for
my personal domain to submit the task assignments, but I thought of going with different
web hoister now to extend my learning skills, so that I can get chance of knowing about how
to work with new platform. GoDaddy is one of the leading platforms around the world. It
offers a variety of benefits including fast loading speed, affordable prices, SSL security,
professional email and one-click WordPress installation.
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2.3 Delight
2.3.1

Brand Identity

A unique brand image plays a crucial role in building relationship with customers. Brand
identity helps in differentiating itself from its competitors in the market and getting a royal
customer base. Customers get attracted and they likely feel comfortable in choosing you
over your competitors. I wanted to design a brand logo for my website which is quite simple
and identifiable. My thought process is to create a logo which represents the agriculture in
the whole world. So, I had an idea starting with a circular shape around which determines
the world and something inside that states the agriculture or farming. I did some research by
visiting websites that are related to agriculture and farming before putting down my own
ideas and thoughts on a paper. Most of the agriculture related website logos includes grains,
leaf’s and grass. This gave me the complete idea of my final logo which is with the circular
shape outside and having the leaf’s inside and along with the wordmark, which is nothing
but including the website name in the logo. This helps my site to easily recognizable by my
target audience. However, wordmark would be agro farming as the title and site describes.
Now, It made me clear to put all my thoughts on a paper after all the researches and the
result is as follows.

I designed all the above 3 versions of logos in illustrator and send it to Prisca for finalizing.
She edited and made it much more attractive with meaningful statements about what each
part in logo is telling about and the same are stated below. The final logo brought more
meaning to the site in terms of visibility and site’s context.
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•

It states that the agriculture is not only traditional, but also modern.

•

Gradient from green to blue represents the outdoor environment.

•

Extrusion of visuals beyond the circle gives the design more impact.

•

Font (Cocon Pro) giving the round feel of circle.

2.3.2

Color

My primary color choice for agro farming is green. Similarly, as the name describes, the green
color is also describing about agriculture and farming. Green is by far the most representative
color of nature and plants and it gives fresher and more relevant look. Not only target
audience, whomever it might be see the site with green color and shades, agriculture is the
first thing that would come into the mind. With all these findings, I have chosen shades of
green for the logo which tells what my website is about. Since the agriculture lands are
shaded in yellow, and sand hills and sand dunes indicate brown colour. The shades of brown
and yellow were also added as a part for background colour and for the text. This helps my
target audience feels the real experience of agricultural terms. And, few colours are grabbed
from the poster which is displaying on home page.

2.3.3

Typography
is my first choice of font for navigation menu and for few headings, because this is

the font which is already used in logo and to maintain the same flow, I have repeated it again.
But this is not available in google fonts. Along with, Source Sans Pro has been used for
content. Source sans pro is available for free on Google Fonts. This font looks modern and
catchy for eyes while reading. Both the used fonts are perfectly fit with each other as they are
quite similar with round look. Cocon pro and source sans pro both are looking too bright when
I tried it on site in few instances. To reduce the weight, font-weight is not getting supported in
word press for these 2 fonts. So, I have downloaded and embedded both the fonts via font
family in style sheet, to easily make use wherever is required.
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2.3.4

Images

As the saying goes, A picture is a worth of thousand words. Readers are more likely to attract
and notice images in a short span on time and properly labelled images with search-friendly
captions helps show up in search engine results. Even though, I am using limited images and
icons in the site, I want it to illustrate my content and to enhance the website. For poster
image, I relied on unsplash. After downloading image from unsplash, I cropped it according
to my site’s required size, and then used it in the website. Same version of website, I am
using for both mobile devices and desktop devices.

Along with images, I make use of icons from icons8 site. These icons have been used in the
farming steps page to define what each step is about. After working a lot on images, I got an
idea of producing own images in the future based on the websites content rather than using it
from other stock libraries.
2.3.5

Layout

Agro farming has a straight forward and easy-to-navigate layout. Thinking from the kids and
adults’ perspective, the layout has been designed in a way to engage more users in the
fewest clicks possible. Starting with the navigation menu in the header, it is fixed in agro
farming. Rather than giving menu in the header and including it again in the footer, I made
use of fixed navigation, so that users can easily access it irrespective of any page or any
section in the website. In the home page banner post, a button has been added to the below
section and redirecting to the next pages through the navigation menu. This is guide target
audience towards the process of the site. The following page, farming steps contains the
content of basic knowledge before starts a farming, So, this page has been included before
the farming crops pages. The layout is quite simple and straightforward designed using
clarity, consistency, simplicity. Considering target audience expectations, the layout focused
on their first impressions.
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Chapter 3

Prototype

I found it difficult to take a decision on how my content should laid out. At initial stages, I had
an idea of having banner image and text quoted on the image itself along with the
subsections of all the crop pages in the home page. But after a lot of iterations, I concluded
not to use any of the subparts in the home page which seems like duplicating the content
which I am already giving it in the relatable pages. After deep researches based on some
kid’s websites and agriculture websites, I thought it would be more delightful to start in a way
that brings more impact as an educational website, then I concluded to design home page
with a banner and the famous quote “If agriculture goes wrong, nothing else will have a
chance to go right in the country” Said by MS Swaminathan following by why, what, and how
of the topic included in the website. The next page, farming steps, as the name says this
page includes the steps involved in farming process of a crop. To give the content in a more
understandable way, I have planned to include numbers on top of the content that says about
which step that particular content belongs to.

Along with these, I have also included icons to trigger emotions of each step that helps in
getting target audience attention. Remaining pages on crops, I have just simply added the
content as points based, so that it would be so easy to go through and quickly understand
despite giving huge paragraphs of information and the headings of the particular content has
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also been highlighted to showcase it more differently. This helps in understanding of how
actually the content has been organized. Test your skills page contains quiz. When I first think
about the prototype, I do not have any idea to include quiz in the website. But while in the
process of building it, as this is primarily for kids and young adults, I thought of making it more
interactive. Then I planned to involve quiz, which helps in keeping users more engaged and
helps target audience in testing their learning skills so far.
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Chapter 4
4.1

Schedule and Implementations

Content:

I had a plan on my mind that what I would be doing after finishing the term. As content is the
first thing which makes us allow to think about designing, layout and the remaining parts, my
primary focus is to get content as early as possible. But it took more longer than I expected. I
carried on working on the content and have contacted few of the farmers from my family and
neighbors to gather the correct information. Researching only one or two persons also helps
me in getting the content, but to ensure that the content is real, I went through more contacts
and gathered a lot of information. Also, I visited few agricultural websites to check whether
the gathered content is matching and true. Then I started filtering the content according to my
website needs and to get the whole content which I published in my website took more than 2
months i.e., the mid of July.
4.2

Local Setup:

I did administration-related things, setting up the domain and hosting in the month of May,
this is before our final presentation. I opted for working on my project locally first before
moving it to the live. This is because I know that I am going to make a lot of mistakes as this
is the first time, I am building one real time website on my own. So, I do not want to do any
experiments with the live environment directly. Hence, the first thing I did was installation of
mamp server along with the local WordPress in my laptop.

Now I have all my files in local drive, C:\MAMP\htdocs\wordpress\wpcontent\themes. After the
total setup is in place, I created a theme named agro_farming_theme under themes folder. In
this folder, I placed all index, footer, header and style sheet pages and keep editing to see
changes in local word press.
4.3

WordPress:

As per Prisca’s suggestion, firstly I coded in html first to check and make sure whether
everything is in place as how I wanted it to be. I began development slightly earlier before
because I had my theme files ready that are coded in HTML and CSS. I am totally new and
unprepared to start anything in word press, so I took up few courses in Udemy for building a
website using our own theme. This Udemy courses and Prisca’s sessions on WordPress
theme development and the eye style-vanilla theme files helped me a lot to get understand
the topic easily.
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Along with these, I used to watch some you tube videos If I get stuck somewhere in middle.
After all this, now I am more confident on how to work on a website by having my own theme
and built-in support for adding widgets and menus made things quicker. Working with function
file, creating menu and widgets feel like a crucial task at the beginning but later I started
doing it by myself without searching or referencing any files. After better knowledge, I
uploaded it to the local server by modifying the code using PHP. I have created social media
icons, header, and footer as part of the theme. Remaining everything in body has been
designed using WordPress code editor. To make sure that I am not missing any of the
previously worked files, I used to take backup of the code every week.
4.4

Logo:

Later project setup, logo is my next priority and it took many days as because adobe
illustrator and photoshop were also new to me. I spent some time learning and having handson experience with few tools which are commonly used and which a designer needs to know.
Also, Prisca’s session in the term period helped me to gain idea on few tools and based on
this and my extended learning on illustrator I have designed the logos by the end of July.

4.5

Website:

I have started building my website considering target audience thoughts and expectations
and in the mid of august. Firstly, I checked by creating fake pages whether it is getting
updated to the menu and is working properly and after making sure that the menu and footer
part is working fine then I have concentrated on social media icons and for this I have
downloaded and activated the font awesome plugin to easily embed font awesome icons.
After few days, I have removed font awesome plugin from the site due to accessibility and
performance issues. To replace this, SVG files are used for the social media icons and
hamburger menu. Along with these, all-in-one wp migration plugin has been used in the site.
The website has been moved to live environment using all-in-one migration plugin. Firstly, I
installed this plugin in both the local WordPress and live WordPress and then imported and
downloaded the files from local WordPress and exported into the live WordPress. After
making sure that the primary things related to the theme are working properly, then I started
working with the WordPress editor.

4.6

Accordion:

Firstly, I used essential blocks plugin to create accordion to hide and show the text for the
importance of agriculture section on home page. It worked fine at starting, but after few days,
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my home page edit option stopped working. After so many researches, I came to know that it
might be a plugin issues. So, I deactivated all the plugins and installed one-by-ne to check
where the issue relies. When I deactivated essential blocks plugin, I can able to edit home
page. But, when I activated it again, edit option is not working. This is happening only for
home page, because I am using essential blocks in other pages also, but it is working fine. I
don’t know where the conflict occurs, but its something to do with plugins. Then I discussed
about this issue with Prisca, where she suggested me to use HTML and CSS for accordion
rather than using a plugin and shared the code for the same. Finally, with the code shared by
Prisca, I built accordion which makes simple.

4.7

Plugins:

4.7.1

Quiz Maker:

As my target audience includes kids, I thought of making more attractive by adding quiz.
This quiz contains the questions taken from farming steps, and all the crops which are part of
agro farming. There are number of plugins available in word press for quiz. But few are easily
editable and few are not editable. Firstly, I tried using HD quiz plugin which is really simple
and also looking pretty good, goes adaptable with any of the color, because it is by default
with the shade of white, but the main drawback with this plugin is we can’t able to edit the
styling and this is included in the pro feature which is paid. Here where I felt tough because I
don’t want white shaded background, as websites body is already of white background and
whatever might be included in the website, it should go apt with the theme. If I use quiz which
is totally different from my website, it makes no sense. Then, I started searching for other
plugins and after a lot of researches, finally I found quiz maker, which is easy to use and
embed in our website. The main attractiveness of this plugin is it won’t display all the
questions at a time on the screen, it allows target audience to switch between the questions
using next and previous buttons.

4.7.2

Yoast SEO

I installed a popular word press plugin, Yoast SEO that carried out tests such as HTML and
CSS validation, keyword research, google page speed tests. This helps in bringing high
standards of SEO and overall readability.

4.7.3

Google Analytics for WordPress by Monster Insights:

This is one of the most famous plugins for google analytics that offers a ton of features which
will help uncover insights about audience.
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To work with these, I have created an account in google analytics and linked the website
address while creating the account. Then, I downloaded and activated the google analytics
plugin in word press. After the plugin got activated, I configured my google analytics account
to this plugin. The reports generated by google analytics are simple, clean and user-friendly
which can be easily understandable by the people without any previous knowledge.

4.7.4

Autoptimize:

This plugin helped in improving the loading speed and technical optimization. I am completely
new to this plugin and found it based on my research through some you tube videos and few
user reviews. At testing phase, when I analyzed agro farming’s page speed through the
PageSpeed Insights, I repeatedly got same errors saying eliminate render blocking resources
and I can see that few files which are not even a part of the website are causing this. Then I
tried installing and checking with few other plugins such as LightSpeed Cache and WP
optimize, but neither of these 2 plugins got worked for the site, even though I am minifying
through these plugins, I can still able to see the same results. But autoptimize helps in
optimizing the site easily, especially after minifying and cache styles and scripts, page speed
and performance has been increased more as compared before. Thus, finally I finalized this
plugin.

4.7.5

All-in-One WP Migration:

All-in-One WP Migration supports in uploading entire theme to a different location in just a
single click. As, I completely worked on local server at initial stage, I wanted to have some
plugin to download the entire website and move it to the live domain. This plugin helped me
to do that with simple steps. I have first downloaded this plugin in both the local server and at
live environment. Import, export, and backup are the 3 main options included in this plugin. I
exported and downloaded the total website in a file in local server. Then, the same file has
been imported to the live environment using import option in the plugin. This imported
the total website including with remaining plugins, files and the setting changes in word
press. I thought of deactivating the plugin after the migration, as because I imported the total
website without any issue, but due to the backup option in this plugin, I remained it the same
way without deleting it. Because, I used to have different plugin at my starting stage of
working with word press. Rather than having different plugin again for backup purpose, I
decided to use the backup option which is already a part of all-in-one migration plugin. This is
also a benefit for managing the load of the site.
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4.7.6

Cookie Notice and Compliance for GDPR / CCPA:

Cookie Notice and Compliance for GDPR / CCPA plugin provides the customizable and
simple banner that can be helpful for the website to comply with certain cookie consent
requirement. Cookie notice appears on a website and informs users that the site is using
cookies and tracks personal data and users can make a choice whether they want their
personal data processes.

4.8

Classes:

Classes plays a major role in html and it tells us what that section or content is actually talking
about. When I started developing the website using WordPress editor, I got stuck with the
classes. Really, I do not have idea that the classes were already provided by the WordPress
itself. I tried assigning class names to the blocks but the changes are not getting reflected as
expected, then after lot of struggles and through inspect element, I came to know that the
classes are generating by the WordPress itself and then I aimed to use those classes for
better understanding.

4.9

Web Fonts:

I have used google fonts at earlier stages, but going forward I started facing accessibility and
performance issues due to the few files of font awesome such as all.css. That is the primary
reason for why I have removed the use of google fonts and embedded the fonts using font
family. Source sans pro got downloaded from the google font and used for embedded
purpose. Cocon font is not available in google fonts, but it has been shared by Prisca at the
time of logo play. Cocon pro and source sans pro both are looking too bright when I tried it on
site in few instances. To reduce the weight, font-weight is not getting supported in word press
for these 2 fonts. So, I have downloaded and embedded both the fonts via font family in style
sheet, to easily make use wherever is required.

@font-face {
font-family: 'cocon';
src: url("font/cocon_font.otf") format("opentype");
}
@font-face {
font-family: 'cocon_light';
src: url("font/cocon_light.ttf") format("truetype");
}
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@font-face {
font-family: 'source_sans_pro_light';
src: url("font/source_sans_pro_light.ttf") format("truetype");
}
@font-face {
font-family: 'source_sans_pro_regular';
src: url("font/source_sans_pro_regular.ttf") format("truetype");
}

4.10 Responsiveness

Coming to the responsiveness, my main focus is on navigation menu and the banner with
the quote for which I used wp-block-media-text. I found it easy to add a both media file and
text layout using wp-block-media-text for desktop and laptop devices. But when I tried
minimizing the screen to check how it is according to the different screen sizes, the content
and the images getting shrinked, but for mobile devices, this block have an option of
changing the position of media and text using the tool bar icon. WordPress is giving an
option to stack the content easily on mobile devices, but the struggle here is for tablet view.
For this reason, I have removed wp-block-media-text completely before to the screen width
of 1000px. To till the 1000px, I have created another block for the same text and image, but
to display differently with background image and text showing up the quote. But with the
background image and text on it showing contrast errors in WAVE tool, so in addition I have
added background color only for the content and now for the mobile and tablet views, the
block looks like, content with background color and with a background image to it. And for
the navigation menu, I struggled a bit as I do not have any previous skills on java script.
According to my website navigation layout, even for the mobile devices I do not want to
disturb my logo, as it is already sitting on the left side which is actually in the right direction
as the users start looking the site from the left direction. So, by keeping the logo stay
remained, I only concentrated on navigation menu which is on the right side. As, I have 6
pages included on the site, I started making it responsive from screen width of 1000px. By
using the little bit of JavaScript, I made navigation menu responsive with the toggle button
icon.
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Chapter 5
5.1

Promotion

SEO Strategy

As a developer, concentrating on improving sites SEO is crucial part because this helps in
getting more traffic to the site. The best SEO practices helps in rapid increasing of site’s
traffic. I have used clean and consistent markup in my template with minimized use of ids
and classes that too mostly provided by WordPress for better SEO. Using SEO friendly
URLs also helps in getting better places in search results. The URLs used in agro farming
are so easy and clearly readable by both the search engines and users. Agro farming
includes Yoast SEO that helps in carried out the tests to show the areas of improvement.
HTML and CSS code errors were also detected through Yoast SEO. Even though, they
have separate sites for error detecting, directly doing from word press editor makes my job
easy rather than checking the errors by pasting the link on the site. Along with these, there
are many links of other websites such as Google Trends, Google Ads where we can easily
redirect than searching and going through the address link.

5.2

Social Media

My target audience are of younger generation and most them are on social media sites likes
face book, Instagram and least likely to be in twitter, my aim to develop a like-minded
community by posting the current trends and updates of agriculture and upcoming plans of
agro farming. Posting updates on the social media pages about the website helps in
encouraging and gathering the people to visit the site. As, my secondary target audience
includes parents and most of them would be on face book and Instagram, it is easy for agro
farming to reach target audience sooner. I already began posting out with my logo to let
users decide and get an idea of what my site is all about. Whatever might be posted in
future, everything will be related to the site visually to main the same consistency. All social
media profiles have the same look as the website to easily relate and connect across all the
platforms.
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Chapter 6
6.1

Testing & Analysis

Testing and Feedback

In this whole development process, from started working in the local server to live
environment, I have used cross browser testing with Firefox, chrome, and Microsoft edge.
This is to make sure that my website is working as expected in acceptable number of web
browsers. As a developer, it’s a responsibility to make sure that not only our websites are
working properly, but it should work for all users, irrespective of what device, browser or
additional tools users are using. When I checked across multiple sites, I found few
differences in alignment and width and my CSS needed a slight re-write in certain cases. I
also made it checked with few of my target audience to see how the site looks on different
devices. Together with, I made the content to be checked with few of my friends who are
from agriculture family background to make sure it is true and meeting the requirements and
the response is as expected, the whole site’s content is of high quality and can be followed.
After my site was live, I tested complete responsiveness using the amiresponsive tool. This
hugely helped me in visualizing the size of the content and most importantly accordion and
the quiz. I did few changes to accordion as per the screen adjustments using media queries,
but quiz has been automatically scaled as per the screen.

6.2

Accessibility

I have used WebAIM’s WAVE accessibility tool to guarantee that my site met WCAG 2.0
standards. I got some initial errors and warnings stating few links have no alt text and some
contrast errors between the text and background colors. After checking it in WAVE site, I
have made few corrections in the colors using contrast-ratio by checking the ratio to
maintain desired aspects. At initial stage, I was using quite a bit dull background color for
headings and it was throwing error as color combination would be difficult for users to read
the content. I understand that it affect’s few people’s ability to perceive the information and
color contrast plays an important role in terms of performance and accessibility. Thus, I
completely changed the background colors which are affecting the accessibility. Remaining
criteria such as alt tags have been provided for all the images that have been used in the
site and my written content is so clear and appropriate. Now, agro farming has zero errors
as per the WAVE accessibility tool.
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6.3

Contrast Ratio

Agro farming is meeting the color contrast ratio standards by sufficiently providing
contrasting colors between the text and the background and the content developed can
easily read by everyone. Color contrast in terms is quite simple, but its one of the critical
concepts in web designing and agro farming achieved it. Below are the text and background
colors that have been used in the site. As, I already mentioned in accessibility, the ratio is
quite low initially when I used #819b2d as background color with white text as the same has
been highlighted in before image below, but it has been replaced with #283E0E color which
main good aspect ratio as you can see it in the after image.

Before:

After:
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6.4

Responsive Design Testing

Amiresponsive is the tool to check responsiveness across multiple devices. It is one of the
easiest and simplest tools which give instant results. This has been suggested during our
term time and starting from the course, this is the only tool which I am primarily using for all
the mini tasks and now for my major project. Agro farming has designed in a way which is
compatible with all the devices such as desktop, laptop, tablet and mobile.

6.5

Site Performance

I have used the following tools to analyze agro farming performance.

6.5.1 Nibbler

I analyzed the site with nibbler which is a free tool for testing websites. It gives scoring in key
areas including SEO, social media, marketing, and accessibility. Agro farming has achieved
7.6/10 overall score.
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The main areas of improvement as follows,

The least scoring category is marketing. Site scored 0 in twitter and popularity. This is
relatively normal that I have chosen Instagram and face book for my social media promotion
and since the site is new, it was not likely receiving traffic to the site. Another term,
printability is one word which I am totally new to and do not have any idea before checking
my site’s SEO. After printability playing major part in terms of technology, I decided to add it
by knowing what it does. After some research, I came to know that printability is nothing but
making our webpages optimized for printing. It helps in making our websites looks great as
exactly as web when printed on a page. This makes agro farming lacks in technology prior,
but later by adding media print in CSS helps in gaining printable style sheets.

6.5.2 Google Analytics

I have idea on what google analytics is all about, as because this is already has been
discussed in our term period. But I used this plugin in the site, when I saw it in nibbler as an
area of improvement. When I first installed google analytics, I have not seen any data
related to agro farming.
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After studying few articles and reviews, I got know that this can be happened due to some
mismatching of settings. So, I deactivated the complete setup by deleting the plugin and
activated it again to make sure that I am doing each step correctly without missing anything.
Then after few minutes, I started seeing the data being captured and below is the complete
analysis of google analytics account on first day.
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On launch day, website has total of 7 users with 8 sessions and all the users are from UK,
India and US. In terms of acquisition, the top channels are through social media and via the
direct link. I am glad that users are taking time to go through social media links while visiting
the website. Overall, session durations were low which is just under a minute and coming to
the desktop views and mobile views, 75% of users were on mobile whereas 25% users are
accessing through desktop.

Second Day:

But it is a great start to my site. I am so encouraged to see the rise in the users visiting just
after second day to the launch date. This is the day when I started promoted my site via
social media sites to let people know that the site has been launched. Below are the results
analysis of the same day. I can see from the graph that there are enormous changes taking
place in the metrics. In terms of audience, the new users count has been raised from 7 to 44
in just a day, which seems pretty good. In the same period, comparatively, 58.8% are
desktop users, with 41.2% are mobile users. Desktop users has more page per session with
4.20 and for mobile it is 1.57. Coming to the acquisition, nearly 75% of visitors are coming
directly through the link. Social media takes 20.5% out of all visitors and nearly 10% are
through references. Even though, its not a great percentage, I am happy that my promotions
are working fine after seeing the visits coming from the social media.
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Fifth Day:

Exactly on the fifth day of launch, I am delighted by seeing the huge changes in the metrics
graph. Even though, there is a decrease in page per session and average session duration,
there is an increase in new users visiting the site, sessions, and number of sessions per
user and most of the users are from United Kingdom and India. In terms of top channels,
half of the users are from social media sites and nearly 40% users are visiting through direct
links.
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6.5.3 SEOptimizer

As per SEOptimer, agro farming on-page SEO, links, usability, performance is good, but the
improvements areas are again social media, as traffic is not yet huge.

6.5.4 Page Speed Insights

My initial score was 62/100 with most significant errors and warnings for font awesome files.
Page speed is lagging mainly due to the render blocking resources such as stylesheets and
scripts delaying the browser from rendering the page content and this is happening only for
mobile devices and for desktop, page speed is pretty much good. I have been using font
awesome for embedding google fonts and font awesome icons for social media icons such
as Instagram, face book, as this is the platform where most of my target audience would be.
I tried removing the google fonts and directly embedded via font family through true type file
in CSS, but observed that the issue persists. Then completely removed font awesome plugin
from the website, as files included in this plugin such as min.css and all.css are the real
culprits. In place of font awesome icons, svg files has been used for social media icons to
provide high quality version. Also, for safer side, Autoptimize plugin has been activated in
the site, which helps in minimizing and clearing CSS and JavaScript files which supports in
faster page results. This is one of my great learnings so far, because to understand this
concept, I took more than 24 hours to research and test different plugins and choose the
best one which works better now and in future. After many changes, I can see there is a
rapid improvement in the score after completely removing the font awesome plugin and due
to activating of autoptimize plugin. The performance for mobile devices is 75/100, whereas
the performance for desktop is 95/100.
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Chapter 7
7.1

Conclusion

The Future

Additional Features which I wanted to add to agro farming in the future:

More Crops

For now, it has been limited to 8 crops includes paddy, groundnut, tomato, carrot, lemon,
potato, guava, and banana which almost known by everyone. In total, when I started
gathering content, I have received 10 crops content, but while filtering I ignored two of the
crops based on the amount of content which I have. Going forward I am planning to add
crops under all the three categories. Once I start adding crops, then I will add dropdowns to
the navigation menu which will help target audience to select which crops they wanted to
see rather than having all the content on a page.

Farming Methods

When I first got an idea about doing agriculture website, the first thing came into my mind
was to give content that is related to both crops and also farming techniques and when I
presented the same, Prisca suggested me that it will become so huge for a 6 months
project. And, I got realized Prisca’s words after started gathering the content. To gather the
whole information and to filter the relevant content about farming process itself took more
than 2 months. This is the only reason for giving only farming process of crops as of now. In
future, mainly when I get to go India, I will gather information regarding farming techniques
by seeing everything in live and directly contacting people, so that I will get an idea of how
the whole process is done and the real experience on fields give me more quality and
reliable content.

Help Farmers

Agro farming is not only making kids and young adults to learn and thrive for a better future,
but also making them understand the importance and the struggles a farmer goes through in
his entire life just to feed the society. There are farmers in many parts of India who are in a
great loss due to floods and over rains and are ready to accept help, if someone does. To
help people like these, there are few third-party committees who helps farmers through
schemes in different parts of India. I am very keen to add an option of donating funds in the
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way of contributing something through my site. But that includes a lot of efforts and
verification to make sure that the amount is not misusing in between. So, I had plans to add
this feature in my website for sure.

7.2

Lessons Learnt

I chose this course to excel my skills over beyond of what I have now, and I can proudly say
that I have achieved what I expected to learn by the end of the course. Nothing is so simple,
and my journey from day one till the last day of our project submission, I had the same
excitement, curiosity, and tension at the same time about every submission I did. Each
session by David and Prisca taught me something new, it might be coding part, designing
part, setting up the environments, word press themes and most importantly handy tools
related to testing, image optimization, SEO analyzer and communication tools. In this whole
process, I learnt really a lot and lot of new things which are going to help me in the future
and few of those are stated below.
Photoshop and illustrator are completely new to me. I don’t have an idea about single tool
which is being used. I specifically allocated time to myself to enhance my skills on designing
part. Along with, Prisca’s sessions helped me to gain some knowledge regarding the tools.
Except HTML and CSS, I do not have any prior knowledge on JavaScript and PHP. But the
mini tasks which explained by David in term period and assignments which includes minimal
use of JavaScript and PHP helped to understand the use of those languages. Along with I
extended my skills on HTML tags and CSS properties which I am completely new to.
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